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Drivers of absolute systemic bioavailability after oral pulmonary inhalation in humans

Abstract

There are few studies in humans dealing with the relationship between physico-chemical properties of drugs and their systemic bioavailability after administration via oral inhalation route (Fpulm). Getting further insight in the 

determinants of Fpulm after oral pulmonary inhalation could be of value for drugs considered for a systemic delivery as a result of poor oral bioavailability, as well as for drugs considered for a local delivery to anticipate their 

undesirable systemic effects.To better delineate the parameters influencing the systemic delivery after oral pulmonary inhalation in humans, we studied the influence of physico-chemical and permeability properties obtained in silico on 

the rate and extent of Fpulm in a series of 77 compounds with or without marketing approval for pulmonary delivery, and intended either for local or for systemic delivery. Principal component analysis (PCA) showed mainly that 

Fpulm was positively correlated with Papp and negatively correlated with %TPSA, without a significant influence of solubility and ionization fraction, and no apparent link with lipophilicity and drug size parameters.As a result of the 

small sample set, the performance of the different models as predictive of Fpulm were quite average with random forest algorithm displaying the best performance. As a whole, the different models captured between 50 and 60% of the 

variability with a prediction error of less than 20%. Tmax data suggested a significant positive influence of lipophilicity on absorption rate while charge apparently had no influence. A significant linear relationship between Cmax and 

dose (R
2
 = “0.79) highlighted that Cmax was primarily dependent on dose and absorption rate and could be used to estimate Cmax in humans for new inhaled drugs.
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1 Introduction

Pulmonary administration is underused because this route of administration is quite challenging, whether it is used for a local or for a systemic delivery of drugs. The main hurdles rely on the formulation of the drug (i.e., excipients and particle 

size) and on the delivery device that should allow a low retention in the device as well as a regular and highly efficient drug deposition in the lungs. Advances in inhaled technologies are developed to optimize the lung deposited dose (LDD) 

which is a fraction of the metered dose (MD) and of the delivered dose (DD) [1].

When used for a local delivery, depending on the target diseases, different levels of delivery of drugs within the broncho-alveolar tree are required (i.e., upper levels for asthma and COPD, and lower levels for pulmonary infections). Moreover, 

other features are needed such as a high potency allowing extremely low dose to administer and a prolonged lung residence time. The prolonged residence time of pharmacologically active free concentrations has been obtained by increase in 

basicity and polarity (e.g., for anticholinergics and ß2-agonists) and/or decrease in aqueous solubility (e.g., corticosteroids). A low oral bioavailability, a rapid plasma clearance and a high plasma protein binding are also desirable to reduce 

systemic side effects [2].

When used for a systemic delivery, a lower level delivery to the alveolar area is required because of its high surface area (>100 m
2
), significant blood perfusion by the entire cardiac output, small aqueous volume at the absorptive surface (0.07 µm 

fluid) and relative thin membrane (0.1–0.2 µm) so that the lung has the shortest diffusion distance of all organs [3].

Pulmonary administration for a systemic delivery is interesting for drugs requiring a rapid onset of action (within seconds or minutes) and for those with poor oral bioavailability as a result of unfavorable oral absorption properties (solubility and/or 

permeability) and/or significant intestinal and hepatic first-pass effect. Even though in much lower concentrations in the lungs, drug-metabolizing enzymes and transporters are also to be considered at the pulmonary level [4,5]. As physiological 

variables operational at the epithelial-luminal interface, transporters may influence the local residence time of drugs and their access to intracellular targets and potentially influence the systemic drug absorption profiles [6]. Among the nineteen 

transporters identified in human lung tissue OCTN1 was the most abundantly expressed protein. High expression of MRP1, BCRP and PEPT2 protein have also been reported [4].

To our knowledge there are few studies dealing with the relationship between physico-chemical properties and systemic bioavailability of drugs administered via oral inhalation route in humans. Very relevant studies using a panel of 10 molecules 

of different physico-chemical properties have been carried out in rats in isolated perfused model [7] and in vivo [8]. The absorption rate was found to correlate with molecular polar surface area, hydrogen bonding potential and apparent 

permeability (Papp) in Caco-2 cell monolayers. However, the influence of physico-chemical properties on the extent of absorption could not be explored since all compounds in the dataset has high systemic bioavailability. More recently, a QSAR 

model based on the isolated perfused respiring rat lung model was developed with a data set of 98 compounds [9]. The model built on the percentage of solubilized dose in perfusate, and not on the total dose in perfusate, allowed the prediction of 

the ability of a drug to cross the lung. Given the parameter on which the model was built, the prediction was more an estimation of the absorption rate than that of the extent of absorption. This model considered solubility as a driver of pulmonary 

absorption, and found that the percentage of solubilized dose was positively associated with permeability and hydrophobicity and that descriptors associate with charge, ionization and size were negatively correlated. These studies bring some 

convergent informations on the drivers of pulmonary absorption rate in animals, without significant informations on the drivers of extent of absorption.

The translatability of findings in preclinical species to humans can be questioned. Several models are available to study the pulmonary disposition of drugs [10], and in vivo models are preferred for studying drug disposition [11,12]. Extrapolation 

of in vivo data from pre-clinical species to humans should be made with caution given the huge differences in lung anatomy, physiology and biochemical features that may impact drug disposition [13]. Due to the high complex pulmonary 

deposition, dissolution, and absorption processes, sophisticated mathematical approaches are needed [14], and PB-PK modeling might be an option.

Even though pharmacokinetic modeling has been used successfully to predict pulmonary pharmacokinetics from in vitro properties [15], several obstacles to in vitro-in vivo correlations in pulmonary drug delivery have been identified [10,16,17]. 

Pharmacokinetic modeling from microfluidics technologies (e.g. human-on-a-chip) and 3D bioprinting could be tools of interest for assessing specific pharmacokinetic parameters of drugs [18]. Modeling in combination with isolated perfused rat 

lung (IPL) has shown better performance compared to those based on in vitro data [19]. Furthermore, prediction of human dose for oral inhalation from preclinical in vivo data have been successfully obtained [20,21], as well as prediction of 

drugs concentrations in human lungs [22].

If much attention has been paid to local drug disposition of pulmonary drugs, the drivers of systemic drug disposition after oral inhalation are less clearly delineated and deserve further understanding. This is of paramount importance both for 

drugs aimed to act locally to minimize their undesirable systemic effects, as well as for drugs aimed to act systematically to maximize and hence decrease the variability of their systemic delivery after oral inhalation. Moreover, oral inhalation is 

currently an option for new chemical entities (NCE) as well as for repositioned drugs [23].

To get further insight in the drivers of systemic delivery after oral pulmonary inhalation in humans, we study the influence of physico-chemical and membrane permeability properties on the systemic bioavailability (i.e., rate and extent) of a series 

of compounds administered via the oral pulmonary route. Absolute bioavailability after oral pulmonary administration has been obtained from a literature survey leading to a data set of 77 compounds with or without marketing authorization for 

pulmonary delivery, and intended either for local or for systemic delivery.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Literature search for pulmonary absolute bioavailability

The determination of the absolute systemic bioavailability after pulmonary administration (Fpulm) is not frequently the aim of studies, and in some studies the absolute bioavailability was not calculated even though data were available to do so. 

Hence to be sure to capture the largest panel of compounds with information on Fpulm we performed a search using “pulmonary pharmacokinetics” or “inhalation pharmacokinetics”. The search was limited to articles published in English 

language from up to Mai 2020. Titles, abstracts, and full-text articles were screened for systemic exposure data after inhalation and IV administration.

An additional search was performed on clinical trial database (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/home) for investigational drugs for which data on pulmonary bioavailability were not published in peer review journals but were available in this database.

A panel of 77 compounds (essentially marketed or investigational drugs) with human pulmonary bioavailability data were retrieved (Table1). When several studies displayed different values of Fpulm for a specific compound, a weighted 

arithmetic mean was computed taking into account the number of subjects involved in the individual clinical studies.
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Table 1

List of compounds used in the study with the intended site of action (local: L or systemic: S), the regulatory status (M: marketed, Inv: investigational drugs, Misc: miscellaneous), and the drug class and main indication.

Drugs Action (local or systemic, L/S) Marketed (M), Investigational drugs (Inv), Miscelaneous (Misc) Drug Class Main Indication

Abediterol L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Aclidinium bromide L M Anticholinergic drug Asthma and COPD

Adrogolide Hydrochloride S Inv D1 - dopamine agonist Parkinson

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/home


Amikacin L M Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Amiloride hydrochloride L Misc Sodium channel blocker Cystic Fibrosis

Amphotericin B liposomal L Misc Antifungal Pulmonary infection

Atropine S Misc Anticholinergic drug Organo-phosphate antidote

Aztreonam L M Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Batefenterol succinate L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Beclomethasone dipropionate L M Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Beclomethasone 17-MP L Misc Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Bimosiamose L Misc Pan-selectin antagonist Antiinflammatory

Budesonide L M Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Caffeine S Misc Stimulant Energy drink

Cannabidiol S Misc Psychoactive Recreational drug

Ceftazidime L Misc Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Ciclesonide L M Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Ciclosporin L Misc Immunosuppressant Lung transplant

Ciprofloxacin L Misc Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Cocaine S Misc Psychoactive Recreational drug

Colistin MS L Misc Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Cromoglycate sodium L M Anti-inflammatory, nonsteroidal Allergic Asthma

Denufosol L Misc P2Y2 receptor agonists Cystic Fibrosis

DTPA99m Technecium L Misc gamma ray emitting radionuclide Radiopharmaceutical agent

Dihydroergotamine S M serotonin (5-HT) receptor agonist Migraine

Duramycin L Misc Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Epinephrine S Misc Adrenergic alpha- and beta-Agonist imminent anaphylactic reactions

Ergotamine tartrate S M serotonin (5-HT) receptor agonist Migraine

Esketamine S M N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist Pain

Fenoterol L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Fentanyl S M Narcotic Pain

Flumazenil S Misc Benzodiazepine Antagonist Benzodiazepine overdose

Flunisolide L M Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Fluticasone furoate L M Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Fluticasone propionate L M Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Fumaryl diketopiperazine L Misc Excipient –

Gentamicin L Misc Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Glycopyrronium bromide L M Anticholinergic drug Asthma and COPD

Heroin S Misc Recreational drug Recreational drug

Iloprost L Misc Prostacyclin analogues Pulmonary arterial hypertension

Indacaterol acetate L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Ipratropium bromide L M Anticholinergic drug Asthma and COPD

Itraconazole L Inv Anti-fungal agent Pulmonary infection

Levofloxacin L M Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Lidocaine L Misc Local anesthetic Intubation

Mannitol L M Mucus clearance modifier Cystic Fibrosis

Metamphetamine S Misc Psychoactive Recreational drug

Mometasone furoate L M Anticholinergic drug Asthma and COPD

Morphine M6G S Misc Narcotic Pain

Morphine sulfate S Misc Narcotic Pain

Nedocromil sodium L M Anti-inflammatory agent Asthma

Nemiralisib hemisuccinate L M Anti-inflammatory agent COPD

Nicotine S Misc nicotinic cholinergic receptor agonist Smoke addiction

Nitroglycerin - glyceryl trinitrate S Misc Vasodilatator Angina pectoris

Olodaterol L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Oxytocin S Misc Vasocontrictor Prevention of postpartum hemorrhage

Oxytropium bromide L M Anticholinergic drug Asthma and COPD

Pentamidine L Misc Anti-infective agents Pneumocystis carinii infection prevention

Prochlorperazine S M D2 receptor-antagonist Treatment of acute migraine attacks

Revefenacin L M Anticholinergic drug COPD

Salbutamol sulfate L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Salmeterol xinofoate L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Terbutaline sulfate L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma and COPD

Tetrahydrocannabinol S Misc Psychoactive Recreational drug

Tiotropium bromide L M Anticholinergic drug Asthma and COPD

Tobramycin L Misc Antibiotic Pulmonary infection

Treprostinil sodium S M Prostacyclin Pulmonary arterial hypertension

Triamcinolone acetonide L M Glucocorticoid Asthma and COPD

Umeclidinium bromide L M Anticholinergic drug Asthma and COPD

Vilanterol trifenatate L M ß2-adrenoreceptor agonist Asthma

Zaleplon S M Allosteric benzodiazepine receptor activator Sleep induction

Zanamivir S M Antiviral influenza A and B virus neuraminidase inhibitor

AZD5423 L Inv Non-steroidal glucocorticoid receptor modulator Asthma

AZD7594 L Inv Non-steroidal glucocorticoid receptor modulator Asthma



2.2 Calculation of pulmonary absolute bioavailability

The systemic bioavailability after pulmonary administration/oral inhalation (Fsystemic) is the sum of the pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm) and of the oral bioavailability (Foral) secondary to drug swallowing.

The absolute systemic bioavailability after pulmonary administration (Fpulm) (i.e., fraction of the dose deposited in and absorbed from the lung) was calculated from the systemic availability (Fsystemic) and oral availability (Foral) using the 

following equation (24):

where fret is the fraction of the nominal dose retained in the device. These calculations require the assumption that no metabolism occurred locally in the lungs.

In each report, attention was paid to the exact calculation of Flung, especially to be sure that the amount actually deposited to the lung was estimated (i.e., 2D or 3D-gamma scintigraphy, exhalation into a supplied exhalation filter to collect any 

exhaled aerosol, measure of the remaining drug in the device used for administration, administration via endotracheal intubation…). Given a potential systemic participation of the oral absorption, a correction was performed with the oral 

bioavailability excepted when a charcoal-blocked oral absorption was carried out.

2.3 Permeability descriptor

In vitro lung permeability data in humans, in animal or in pulmonary immortalized cell-lines are available only for few of the compounds studied. Furthermore, as shown by Larregieu and Benet [25], there is a huge interlaboratory variability in in 

vitro Caco-2 permeability values with large variations for hydrophilic drugs (27-fold for terbutaline) compared to hydrophobic drugs (2.7-fold for propranolol).

For these reasons, we choose to use an in silico parameter for passive permeability as intrinsic Caco-2 permeability measurements have been shown to give good predictions of the passive transcellular permeability of lung epithelium to drugs [26].

Hence, a calculated apparent permeability (Papp, cm/sec) has been obtained from ADMETlab software (web interface at http://admet.scbdd.com, CBDD Group, Xiangya School of Pharmaceutical Sciences & Central South University). The 

ADMETlab web platform is designed based on the Django framework in Python [27]. The dataset of Caco-2 cell permeability used in the model has been collected from a QSAR study from 1,182 compounds [28]. For ionized compounds, the 

Papp was computed for the ionized form of the active compound and not for the salt.

2.4 Physico-chemical descriptors

2-D and 3-D physico-chemical descriptors were computed using ACD/Labs Percepta software (Advanced Chemistry Development Inc., Version 2018.2.1, Toronto, ON, Canada). The physico-chemical descriptors used were molar volume 

(cm
3
), LogD (pH 7.4), LogP, topological polar surface area (TPSA in %), polarizability (10

−24
 cm

3
), Log S (mol/L), solubility at pH 7.4 (mg/ml), and hydrogen bonding (HB, HBD and HBA). The ionized fraction at pH 7.4 (%) was not 

calculated directly but was estimated from the graph showing the net charge as a function of pH. The percentage of polar surface area was calculated from TPSA and from surface area (PSA in Å2
) given by from Dragon 6 software (Talete, 

Milano, Italy) [29].

The charge at pH 7.4 was estimated from the graph showing the protonation status as a function of pH.

2.5 Principal component analysis

A principal component analysis (PCA) including physico-chemical and permeability descriptors was performed to define the most important determinants of the pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm). PCA is a multivariate analysis method allowing 

its principal components (PC’s) to contain most of the variance from a data set albeit in a much lower dimensional space. PC1 is defined along the direction of maximum variance of the whole data set (i.e., maximal elongation direction), PC2 to 

the direction orthogonal to PC1 explaining the maximal variance, and PC3 to the maximal variance orthogonal to both PC1 and PC2. After choosing the two PC’s accounting for the main part of the information present in the original data set, a 

plane projection of the points lead to an exhaustive summary of the original 3-dimensional information. PCA was performed by using the XTSTAT statistical software (Addinsoft®, Paris, France, 2019).

2.6 Model construction for Fpulm prediction

2.6.1 Predictive variables

Quite frequently, several variables can be highly correlated (as evidenced on ACP plots) so that multicollinearity may occur during modelisation steps. To avoid this problem, ACP axes will be used as predictive variables instead of the initial 

variables since by definition ACP axes are uncorrelated. ACP axes that will be considered are those that capture 95% of the information contained in the initial variables. The main drawback of this procedure is that resulting models will be harder 

to interpret.

2.6.2 Algorithms used

The following algorithms were used to establish predictive models:

Both these models were used to predict Fpulm either as percentage or as its logit (excepted for beta regression that can only be used for percentages) since distribution of the pulmonary bioavailability may not be symmetric. For models trained 

with logit values of Fpulm (logit Fpulm = log (Fpulm / (1 – Fpulm)), predictions are transformed by logit inverse to return back to Fpulm as percentage.

2.6.3 Performance evaluation

In order to develop statistically significant and robust models, the whole dataset is usually divided into a training set, a validation set and a test set; the latter being used to objectively evaluate the predictability of a model. In the current study, as a 

result of a rather limited size of the data-set, we have used a 10-fold cross validation procedure. Briefly, in this iterative procedure, at each step 9 blocks (90% of the observations) are used to construct the model (as well as pre-treatment such as 

ACP) and the 10th bloc being used to validate the model. This procedure is used 10-times iteratively so that the 10 blocks are successively used as test data-sets This cross-validation procedure is repeated 5-times to avoid that the results are linked 

to the block division.

The performance indicators used were: PCC (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) to account for the association between observed and predicted values, R2 (coefficient of determination), RMSE (root mean square error) and MAE (mean absolute 

error).

2.7 Statistical analysis

The performance indicators of the predictive models were: PCC (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) to account for the association between observed and predicted values, R2 (coefficient of determination), RMSE (root mean square error) and MAE 

(mean absolute error). Tmax were compared by using Kruskall-Wallis rank test. A p-value lower than 0.05 was considered as significant.

3 Results

3.1 Profile of sample set compounds

Our search allowed the identification of 77 compounds for which data on Fpulm were available (24 compounds for a systemic delivery and 53 for a local delivery, Table 1). Marketed or investigational drugs (n = 45–58%), were mainly intended 

for a local delivery (n = 37–82%). Within miscellaneous compounds (n = 30–39%), the pulmonary route was mainly used for systemic delivery (n = 14 – 47%)

Most of the compounds were intended for treatment of asthma and/or COPD (n = 31–42%) and belonged mainly (77%) to the 3 main therapeutic classes (anticholinergic drugs n = 8, glucocorticoids n = 7 and ß2-adrenoreceptor agonists n = 9).

The biopharmaceutical and physico-chemical properties of the compounds are given in Table 2. The compounds of interest have a rather small molecular weight (average MW: 529 g/mol), and a large majority were in ionized form (75%) at pH 

7.4. About 72% of the molecules have a polar surface area lower than 140 Å2
, considered as the upper threshold to have a good bioavailability by oral route [31]. Most of the compounds (60%) can be considered as soluble (≥1 mg/ml).

GLP-1 MKC253 S Inv Glucagon-like peptide 1 Diabetes

HMR1031 L Inv Integrin VLA-4 (α4β1) binding antagonist Asthma

IVL745 L Inv VLA-4 antagonist Asthma

Multiple linear regression (MLR),•

Beta regression: Beta regression is useful for situations where the variable of interest is continuous and restricted to the interval (0, 1) and is related to other variables through a regression structure. The underlying assumption is that 

the response variable follows the beta law. Its mean is related to unknown parameters and covariates through a link function [30].

•

Random forest algorithm: Random Forest algorithm (RF) is a supervised classification algorithm used for both classification and regression problems. RF combines a forest of uncorrelated trees created with the CART 

(Classification And Regression Trees) procedure. Each tree is constructed by a randomly selected subset of training data. The remaining training data are used to estimate prediction error and variable importance. Bootstrap sampling 

of samples and random selection of input features are used in the algorithm to make sure that the classification trees grown in the forest are dissimilar and uncorrelated from each other.

•

Gradient boosting trees: Gradient boosted regression and classification is an additive training tree classification method where trees are built in series (iteratively) and compared to each other based on a mathematically derived score 

of splits.

•

Support vector machine (SVM): SVM regression is considered as a nonparametric technique because it relies on kernel functions. The kernel-based approach to regression is to transform the variable to some vector space, then 

perform a linear regression in that vector space that is somewhat different than ordinary least squares.

•

Table 2
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Biopharmaceutical and physico-chemical properties of the data set compounds. Physico-chemical properties have been estimated from ACD/Labs Percepta software (Advanced Chemistry Development Inc., Version 2018.2.1). Permeability apparent coefficients have been estimated 

from ADMETlab software (web interface at http://admet.scbdd.com). Fpulm and Tmax are derived from literature search.

Compound
Fpulm 

(%)

Tmax  

(min)

Papp of the active moiety  

(10
−6

 cm/sec)

MW 

(g/mol)

MV 

(cm
3

)

Log D 

(pH 7.4)
Log P

TPSA 

(A
2

)

% 

TPSA

Polariz-ability  

(10
−24

 cm
3

)
HBD HBA HB

Log S 

(mol/L)

Ionised Fraction 

(pH 7.4, %)
Cationic/Anionic/Neutral/Zwiterrion

Ref Fpulm 

and Tmax

Abediterol 4 30 2.6 461 371 1.9 3.8 91 15.2 48 4 6 10 −2.7 99 Cationic [32,33]

Aclidinium bromide 4.4 5 6.1 564 432 0.5 0.5 112 16.2 51 1 5 6 −4.0 100 Cationic [34,35]

Adrogolide 

Hydrochloride

19.8 5 25.7 436 328 2.9 3.8 93 18.3 43 1 5 6 −3.4 96 Cationic [36]

Amikacin 6.92 130 0.1 586 364 −9.8 −4.5 332 37.7 54 17 18 35 0.2 50 Cationic [37] [38]

Amiloride 

hydrochloride

14 30 1.6 266 109 −1.1 −0.9 159 49.8 20 8 8 16 −2.8 20 Cationic [39]

Amphotericin B 

liposomal

0 ND 0.3 924 689 −2.2 0.3 320 21.3 95 13 18 31 −3.0 5 Anionic [40] [41]

Atropine 71.9 15 7.1 289 242 −0.5 1.9 50 11.9 32 1 4 5 0.3 99 Cationic [42,43]

Aztreonam 16 60 0.3 435 237 −6.0 −1.2 238 42.2 38 5 13 18 0.4 100 Anionic [44]

Batefenterol succinate 1.6 50 0.4 858 524 3.9 4.7 161 21.2 80 6 12 18 −5.9 65 Cationic [45]

Beclomethasone 

dipropionate

2 12 8.9 521 410 4.2 4.2 107 14.3 53 1 7 8 −4.9 0 Neutral [46,47]

Beclomethasone 17-

MP

36 12 10.1 465 357 3.5 3.5 101 15.0 47 2 6 8 −4.7 0 Neutral [46,47]

Bimosiamose 

disodium

5 30 0.4 907 609 −2.0 2.8 273 22.0 88 10 16 26 −1.9 100 Cationic [48]

Budesonide 38 20 10.4 431 336 3.0 3.0 93 15.1 45 2 6 8 −4.0 0 Neutral [24,49]

Caffeine 60 10 43.7 194 133 0.3 0.3 58 25.7 20 0 6 6 −0.8 0 Neutral [50]

Cannabidiol 31 30 11.9 314 307 6.4 6.4 40 7.9 38 2 2 4 −5.2 1 Anionic [51]

Ceftazidime 50 240 1.3 548 440 −6.9 −4.2 242 36.8 50 5 13 18 −3.1 100 Anionic [52]

Ciclesonide 18 30 10.0 541 437 5.5 5.5 99 12.9 57 1 7 8 −4.6 0 Neutral [53,54]

Ciclosporin 8.2 40 3.5 1203 1184 1.8 1.8 279 14.2 130 5 23 28 −5.0 0 Neutral [55,56]

Ciprofloxacin 54 80 6.8 331 227 −2.5 −0.3 73 19.2 33 2 6 8 −3.2 90 Zwiterion [57]

Cocaine 62.4 2.4 31.8 303 248 1.5 2.8 56 13.5 32 0 5 5 −1.1 93 Cationic [58,59]

Colistin MS 6.7 300 0.8 1634 1109 −16.0 −13.5 734 27.7 152 23 44 67 −0.2 96 Anionic [60]

Cromoglycate sodium 15 5 8.8 512 289 −3.0 1.8 166 31.0 43 3 11 14 0.3 100 Anionic [61,62]

Denufosol 

tetrasodium

2.6 15 0.2 861 324 −15.1 −8.6 422 50.2 56 10 26 36 0.1 99 Anionic [63]

Dihydroergotamine 77 10 2.3 584 401 2.6 2.8 118 16.4 63 3 10 13 −1.9 16 Cationic [64,65]

DTPA99m 

Technecium

71 90 22.4 393 255 −6.5 −0.5 196 30.8 34 5 13 18 0.4 100 Anionic [66]

Duramycin 0 ND 0.3 2015 1385 −12.8 −10.3 850 30.9 203 30 48 78 −7.0 8 Cationic [67]

Epinephrine 6.6 20 1.2 183 143 −2.6 −0.7 73 24.7 20 4 4 8 0.7 95 Cationic [68,69]

Ergotamine tartrate 43.3 3 2.3 732 393 2.4 2.6 118 24.5 63 3 10 13 −1.6 16 Cationic [70]

Esketamine 70 20 61.9 238 203 2.1 2.1 29 8.9 26 1 2 3 −2.3 35 Cationic [71,72]

Fenoterol 11 120 4.0 303 235 −0.5 1.2 93 20.1 34 5 5 10 0.5 93 Cationic [73]

Fentanyl 98 0.3 23.8 336 309 3.0 4.1 24 4.8 41 0 3 3 −2.7 83 Cationic [74,75]

Flumazenil 72 1 36.6 303 217 1.0 1.0 64 18.1 31 0 6 6 −2.6 0 Neutral [76]

Flunisolide 34 10 8.1 435 326 2.5 2.5 93 15.5 43 2 6 8 −3.8 0 Neutral [77]

Fluticasone furoate 13.4 10 11.6 539 386 3.9 3.9 119 17.7 51 1 6 7 −5.2 0 Neutral [78,79]

Fluticasone 

propionate

14.5 90 9.9 501 377 3.7 3.7 106 16.0 48 1 5 6 −5.3 0 Neutral [80,24,81]

Fumaryl 

diketopiperazine

23.1 7.5 0.5 452 353 −7.5 −2.8 191 29.6 44 6 12 18 0.3 100 Anionic [82]

Gentamicin 15.5 180 0.8 478 367 −7.9 −2.2 200 27.3 49 11 12 23 0.3 51 Cationic [83]

Glycopyrronium 

bromide

52.6 5 14.9 398 315 −0.8 −0.8 47 8.5 36 1 4 5 −1.9 100 Cationic [84,85]

Heroin 53 2 32.6 369 274 1.3 1.9 65 14.2 39 0 6 6 −2.1 81 Cationic [86,87,88]

Iloprost 80 5 8.5 360 298 1.0 3.6 78 13.0 42 3 4 7 −1.0 100 Anionic [89]

Indacaterol acetate 34 15 2.9 453 307 2.1 3.6 82 18.7 45 4 5 9 −1.9 95 Cationic [90]

Ipratropium bromide 6.9 10 14.8 412 332 −1.6 −1.6 47 8.1 38 1 4 5 −2.4 100 Cationic [91]

Itraconazole 1.5 240 9.4 706 502 5.1 5.2 101 12.4 75 0 12 12 −6.6 99 Cationic [92]

Levofloxacin 60 15 20.0 361 244 −2.1 0.2 73 17.3 36 1 7 8 −2.8 11 Anionic [93,94,95]

Lidocaine 68.9 7 40.8 234 228 1.8 2.3 32 8.6 29 1 3 4 −1.3 76 Cationic [96]

Mannitol 59 80 1.5 182 114 −3.3 −3.3 121 34.7 15 6 6 12 0.7 0 Neutral [97]

Metamphetamine 81.0 150 48.6 149 164 −0.6 2.2 12 4.8 19 1 1 2 0.8 100 Cationic [98,99]

Mometasone furoate 2.6 120 11.5 521 379 4.0 4.0 94 13.7 52 1 6 7 −5.1 0 Neutral [100,101]

Morphine M6G 6 70 6.1 461 280 −3.8 −1.2 149 24.9 44 5 10 15 0.0 16 Anionic [102]

Morphine sulfate 69.3 7 6.1 285 198 −0.1 0.7 53 27.9 31 2 4 6 −1.5 85 Cationic [103,104,105]

Nedocromil sodium 7.8 20 23.4 371 252 −2.6 2.2 121 26.1 36 2 8 10 0.4 100 Anionic [61,106]

Nemiralisib 

hemisuccinate

32.4 5 7.0 441 344 2.8 3.4 77 14.5 52 2 7 9 −2.9 80 Cationic [107,108]

Nicotine 56 30 34.6 162 157 −0.4 0.8 16 6.7 20 0 2 2 0.8 89 Cationic [109]

Nitroglycerin 0.45 7.8 23.1 227 136 2.4 2.4 165 51.7 16 0 12 12 −2.4 0 Neutral [110]

Olodaterol 30 15 2.7 386 309 0.1 1.8 100 18.3 42 4 7 11 −0.8 93 Cationic [111,112]

Oxytocin 4.6 20 0.5 1007 793 −4.4 −4.4 450 32.5 101 16 24 40 −2.7 11 Cationic [113]

Oxytropium bromide 12.4 40 10.2 412 314 −2.1 −2.1 59 11.2 35 1 5 6 −1.4 100 Cationic [91]

Pentamidine 5 55 1.0 340 281 −1.1 1.9 118 24.8 38 6 6 12 −2.8 100 Cationic [114]

Prochlorperazine 100 0.3 19.0 374 307 4.2 4.8 35 8.5 43 0 3 3 −4.0 15.1 Cationic [115]

Revefenacin 3 20 7.0 598 474 2.8 3.6 108 13.4 68 3 9 12 −5.2 99 Cationic [116]

Salbutamol sulfate 19.1 15 3.4 239 208 −1.5 0.6 73 29.3 27 4 4 8 0.6 3 Cationic [117,118]

Salmeterol xinofoate 13 10 3.4 604 373 1.9 3.9 82 15.3 48 4 5 9 −1.3 95 Cationic [119]
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The mean in silico permeability was 11.0 ± 13.0 10
−6

 cm/sec. Our set of compounds contained 3 of the model drugs proposed by the FDA for permeability classification, namely caffeine in the high permeability group, and amiloride and 

terbutaline in the moderate permeability group [140]. The in silico permeability of caffeine (43.7 10
−6

 cm/sec) was much higher than that of amiloride (1.6 10
−6

 cm/ sec) and terbutaline (3.1 10
−6

 cm/sec). Since the in silico permeability in our 

data set ranged from 0.1 10
−6

 cm/sec (amikacin) to 61.9 10
−6

 cm/sec (esketamin), it can be considered that the data set provide a good representability of solute permeability. For ionized compounds, Papp was computed for the ionized form of 

the active moiety and not for the salt. However, there was usually a small difference between the values estimated (e.g., Papp of ipratropium were 14.8 and 11.4 for ipratropium [CC(C)

[N + ]1(C2CCC1CC(C2)OC(=O)C(CO)C3 = CC = CC = C3)C] and for ipratropium bromide, respectively). For the four other quaternary quaternised muscarinic M3 receptor antagonists the differences in Papp were lower (2.4, 0.5, 0.4 and 1.8 

for aclidinium, oxytropium, tiotropium and umeclidinium, respectively).

The pulmonary bioavailability of the compounds ranged from nearly zero to 100%. Not surprisingly, compounds used for a systemic delivery had a higher pulmonary bioavailability that those intended for a local delivery (49.1 +/- 33.2% vs 22.0 

+/- 20.8%). The distribution of Fpulm was clearly asymmetric with an over-representation of drugs with low pulmonary bioavailability values (Fig. 1 top) and logit Fpulm showed a symmetric distribution (Fig. 1 bottom) so that logit Fpulm could 

be more suitable for regression models.

3.2 - principal component analysis

The principal components F1 and F2 explained 70.6% of the total data variance in descriptors from the original data set while F1 and F3 explained 64,.1% of the total variance (Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B).

Terbutaline sulfate 9.1 17 3.1 225 192 −1.6 0.5 73 30.8 25 4 4 8 0.7 5.3 Cationic [120]

Tetrahydrocannabinol 21 5 17.9 314 310 7.2 7.2 29 6.0 38 1 2 3 −5.6 0 Neutral [121,122]

Tiotropium bromide 19.5 5 9.0 472 333 −1.1 −1.1 116 21.3 40 1 5 6 −2.1 100 Cationic [123,124]

Tobramycin 13.3 100 0.2 468 306 −9.4 −4.1 268 38.9 44 15 14 29 0.3 76 Cationic [125,126,127]

Treprostinil sodium 68 10 8.2 391 337 1.3 4.9 87 13.8 43 3 5 8 −1.7 100 Anionic [128]

Triamcinolone 

acetonide

10.4 40 8.5 435 325 2.6 2.6 93 15.5 43 2 6 8 −4.0 0 Neutral [129]

Umeclidinium 

bromide

12.8 5 7.2 508 423 0.9 0.9 29 4.3 51 1 3 4 −5.0 100 Cationic [130]

Vilanterol trifenatate 27.3 7 3.0 486 387 2.0 4.0 91 13.1 51 4 6 10 −2.0 95 Cationic [131]

Zaleplon 100 2 36.4 305 244 1.5 1.5 74 19.0 36 0 6 6 −3.8 0 Neutral [132]

Zanamivir 11.4 100 0.3 332 190 −5.8 −3.3 201 40.7 28 9 11 20 −0.5 0 Neutral [133]

AZD5423 38.3 10 8.8 487 366 5.2 5.2 65 11.8 48 1 6 7 −6.4 0 Neutral [134,135]

AZD7594 29.6 15 4.7 607 430 3.0 4.6 113 15.8 61 2 10 12 −4.4 1 Anionic [136]

GLP-1 MKC253 1 5 0.5 3355 2267 −24.3 −9.4 1420 29.7 331 56 87 143 −3.5 37 Cationic [137]

HMR1031 24.6 45 3.9 628 491 1.1 4.3 148 17.0 69 4 11 15 −1.6 100 Anionic [138]

IVL745 26.3 30 1.0 593 456 −0.5 2.7 156 19.4 64 4 12 16 −1.3 100 Anionic [139]

Mean 30.5 ND 11.0 529 386 −0.8 1.0 154 21 53 4.8 9.9 15 −2.3

SD 28.0 ND 13.0 441 305 5.3 3.8 201 11 43 7.9 11.9 20 2.1

Median 19.5 15.0 7.0 436 325 0.5 1.9 99 18 43 2 6 8 −2.1 80

Min 0.0 0.3 0.1 149 109 −24.3 −13.5 12 4 15 0 1 2 −7.0 0

Max 100 300 61.9 3355 2267 7.2 7.21 1420 52 331 56 87 143 0.83 100

Fig. 1

Distribution of the pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm, %), top : Fpulm and bottom as logit (logit Fpulm = log(Fpulm/(1 – Fpulm)).

Fig. 2



Fig. 2B showed that the variables most correlated to F1 were HB (HBA + HBD), MW, MV (cm
3
), TPSA, and polarizability. Conversely, log D and log P were negatively correlated to F1. Concerning the second component (F3), we observed 

that Fpulm was positively correlated with Papp and negatively correlated with %TPSA.

The PCA analysis showed that the first dimension (F1, x-axis) is related to size (MW, MV), lipophilicity (LogD, LogP), and polarity (TPSA, polarizability and HB features) with a quite similar contribution of these variables (around 10% each) (

Table 4), and an absolute value of coefficient of correlation > 0.70 (excepted for %TPSA coefficient of correlation of 0.45). This is shown on the score-plot where these parameters are plotted to the borders of the plot.

Ordination biplots of principal component analysis (PCA) outputs of the physico-chemical space. (A) corresponds to the first principal component (PC1) that captures 54.75% of the variability versus the second compound PC2 (15.82%). (B) corresponds to the plot of the third 

principal component (PC3) (9.31%) versus PC1.

Table 3

Performance of the different models used to predict the pulmonary bioavailabiblity (Fpulm) ranked according to RMSE value. Since the distribution of the pulmonary bioavailability may not be symmetric both models were used to predict Fpulm either as percentage or as its logit 

(excepted for beta regression that can only be used for percentages). For models trained with logit Fpulm. predictions are back-transformed by logit inverse to return to Fpulm as percentage.

Type of algorithm Variable to be predicted PCC R
2

RMSE MAE

Random forest Fpulm (%) 0.624 0.585 19.4 15.8

Random forest logit Fpulm 0.647 0.557 19.6 15.7

Gradient boosting logit Fpulm 0.621 0.535 20.3 16.1

Support vector machine logit Fpulm 0.670 0.588 20.7 16.6

Multiple linear regression Fpulm (%) 0.677 0.536 20.7 16.9

Support vector machine Fpulm (%) 0.627 0.525 20.8 16.7

Multiple linear regression logit Fpulm 0.679 0.527 22.2 17.5

Beta regression Fpulm (%) 0.557 0.500 22.1 16.7

Gradient boosting Fpulm (%) 0.576 0.550 22.4 18.9

PCC (pearson’s correlation coefficient). R
2

 (coefficient of determination). RMSE (root mean square error) and MAE (mean absolute error)

logit Fpulm = log(Fpulm/(1 – Fpulm))

Table 4

Characteristics of principal component analysis (PCA): projections onto the plane defined by PC1 (capturing 54.75% of the variability) and PC3 (capturing 9.31% of the variability). The section on the left side of the table presents the relative contributions of the different 

variables to the main components (PC1 and PC3). The section on the right shows the corresponding absolute values of coefficient of correlation indicating the strength of correlation.

Contribution of variables (%) Absolute value of coefficient of correlation

PC1 PC3 PC1 PC3

Fpulm (%) 2.3 40.1 −0.438 0.748

Tmax (min) 0.9 1.6 0.279 −0.148

Papp (10
−6

 cm/sec) 2.3 35.8 −0.438 0.707

MW (g/mol) 10.6 0.9 0.934 0.073

MV (cm
3

) 9.5 0.6 0.885 0.090

Log D (pH 7.4) 8.2 2.0 −0.823 −0.167

Log P 6.8 1.1 −0.746 −0.121

TPSA (A
2

) 11.9 0.5 0.989 0.086

% TPSA 2.4 7.9 0.442 −0.332

Polarisability (10
−24

 cm
3

) 10.0 0.7 0.907 0.100

HBD 11.3 0.5 0.963 0.081

HBA 11.7 0.9 0.980 0.113

HB 11.9 0.7 0.988 0.101

Log S (mol/L) 0.02 4.5 −0.035 0.250

Ionised Fraction (pH 7.4. %) < 0.01 2.9 −0.025 0.201



3.3 Determinants of Fpulm and Cmax

Data in Fig. 3 showed a significant variability in the relationship between Fpulm and Papp (Fig. 3A), with lower Papp coefficients drug used for either asthma and/or COPD (Fig. 3B). Fig. 3C showed a decrease in Fpulm when TPSA increased 

for both cationic, anionic and neutral compounds. Data in Fig. 3D showed that the ionization fraction did not apparently play a role in the extent of pulmonary bioavailability.

The Fig. 4 displays a linear relationship between the dose in humans and Cmax in plasma for a range of diverse drugs (including those for which F pulm was known - n = 77; and some compounds for which only Cmax was available, n = 33).

3.4 Model evaluation

Data in Table 3 shows the performance indicators of the different models ranked as a function of RMSE. Random forest algorithm (based on Fpulm or logit Fpulm) displayed the best performance on both indicators with an apparent advantage for 

the model based on Fpulm.

The results of the prediction of Fpulm with the different models are illustrated in Fig. 5. As a whole, all the models trained on the pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm) are poorly calibrated, with the exception of the beta regression model. The 

comparative distribution of predicted and observed values of Fpulm is depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 3

Pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm, %) of cationic (■), anionic (■) and (●) neutral compounds of the dataset as a function of the apparent permeability coefficient Papp (3A), as a function of the indication of the compounds (3B, Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease - COPD - and 

asthma (■)versus other diseases (♦), as a function of TPSA (3C) and as a function of the ionized fraction at pH 7.4 (3D).

Fig. 4

Linear relationship (R
2  = 0.79) between dose (nM) and plasma Cmax (nM/L) for inhaled compounds in humans : (●) drugs for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma; (●) diverse drugs and compounds). This series included compounds of the dataset for which Fpulm

was known (n = 77); and also compounds for which only Cmax - but not Fpulm - was available (n = 23).

Fig. 5



4 Discussion

The barriers to systemic delivery through (via) the lungs vary according to the site where the drug is deposited (i.e., bronchi, terminal bronchioles or alveoli). In humans, the epithelial surface is a few meters square at the airways, and more than 

100 m
2
 at the alveolar surface. Beyond surface features, the lung epithelium and the liquid layer become thinner as drugs molecules penetrate deeper in the lung [3]. This suggests that the best deposition area for drug molecules to obtain a high 

absorption is the alveolar area. However, alveolar deposition is quite challenging because it requires aerosol particles with an aerodynamic diameter of about 1–2 μm, with a slow and deep inhalation. Thus, absorption at the bronchiole area (a less 

challenging deposition area) is likely to participate to the systemic delivery.

In an excellent review on the systemic delivery of drugs through the lung, Patton and Byron (2007) indicated that small hydrophobic molecules are absorbed into the systemic circulation by passive diffusion through the epithelium while small 

hydrophilic molecules are absorbed paracellularly via aqueous pores in the tight junction or via transporters [141]. Interestingly, given the higher density in tight junctions in the distal airways compared to the alveoli, absorption in the bronchioles 

in the distal airways (right before the alveoli) could be an optimal site for absorption of hydrophilic molecules, especially for small peptides. Hence, the rate of absorption of hydrophilic molecules should be influenced by a combination of 

molecular weight (or molecular volume) and degree of ionization.

Complexity in drug absorption may also come from the interplay between permeability and dissolution in the liquid layers covering the epithelia that have different qualitative and quantitative compositions and volumes depending on the site of 

absorption (alveolar space or conducting airways).

The drivers of systemic pulmonary absorption have only been studied ex vivo and in vivo in animal models without significant findings on the determinants of the extent of absorption [8,9]. To fill this gap, and avoid the question of translatability 

of findings in preclinical species to humans, we analyzed the literature reporting absolute systemic bioavailability after pulmonary administration (Fpulm) or reporting data allowing to calculate Fpulm. This allowed us to search for correlations 

with permeability and physico-chemical descriptors, and to set up models for predicting pulmonary absorption. These in silico models are built on a rather large and diverse data set, and the current study is the only one available to date with a 

human data set.

4.1 Determinants of Fpulm

PCA is a usual tool to extract and rationalize the information from a biological system with a multivariate description by complexity reduction and data simplification. F1 and F2 did not fully represent our variable of interest Fpulm, so that 

principal components F1 and F3 (Fig. 2) were considered to better describe the most important descriptors of the pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm).

Graphical representation of the predicted pulmonary bioavailability Fpulm (y axis, in %, and regression in yellow line) as a function of the observed Fpulm value (x-axis, in %) by the different models (Beta regression, Gradient boosting trees, Multiple linear regression, Random 

forest algorithm and Support vector machine regression). Both these models were used to predict Fpulm either as percentage or as its logit (excepted for beta regression that can only be used for percentages). Left column : models trained on logit Fpulm, and right column : models 

trained on Fpulm. An iterative procedure with a 10-fold cross validation procedure was used. At each step, 9 blocks (90% of the observations) were used to construct the model, and the 10th bloc was used to validate the model. This procedure was runned 10-times iteratively so that 

the 10 blocks were successively used as test data-sets. This cross-validation procedure was repeated 5-times to avoid that the results are linked to the block division. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.)

Fig. 6

Comparison of the distribution of predicted and observed values of systemic pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm) by the different models. Left column: models trained on logit Fpulm, and right column : models trained on Fpulm.



For the F3 component, the graph suggests that Fpulm is positively correlated with Papp permeability (with a contribution of about 40% and a correlation coefficient > 0.70, Table 4) and negatively correlated with %TPSA (to a lesser extent, about 

10%, with a correlation coefficient of − 0.35).

Intestinal absorption has been shown to be influenced by Papp in a sigmoidal relationship, and drugs almost completely absorbed have Papp coefficient > 1 × 10
−6

 cm/sec, while drugs absorbed to < 1% have Papp coefficients of ≤ 1 × 10
−6

 

cm/sec [142]. Although there was a significant variability in the relationship between Fpulm and Papp, it appeared that the neutral and cationic compounds with Papp coefficients > 30 × 10
−6

 cm/sec have Fpulm > 50% (Fig. 3). Compared to the 

oral route, it appeared that higher Papp coefficient values are necessary to allow a significant (>50%) extent in pulmonary systemic bioavailability.

It also appeared that drug used for either asthma and/or COPD have Papp coefficients lower < 30 × 10
−6

 cm/sec with a pulmonary systemic bioavailability as a whole lower than 40% (Fig. 3B). Such a systemic bioavailability is far from being 

insignificant for drugs intended to have only a local action, and may likely led to systemic adverse effects. However, systemic side effects depend not only from the magnitude of the amount reaching the blood (via pulmonary route and via oral 

route for the swallowed fraction) but also from the magnitude of the systemic tissue distribution and blood clearance.

The fact that Fpulm is negatively correlated with %TPSA and not with TPSA (Fig. 1A) is not surprising. Indeed, % TPSA should be more relevant than TPSA when comparisons are made on a series of compounds in a wide range of MW (149–

2,015 g/mol in our dataset). Stronger correlations with %TPSA (compared to TPSA) and pulmonary biopharmaceutic parameters (F and ka) have been found between in a previous study in rats carried out with a data set of 10 compounds [8]. 

Moreover, considering intestinal absorption of drugs in humans, TPSA criterion has been considered as not reliable to identify poor or good drug absorption [143]. Data in Fig. 3C showed a decrease in Fpulm when TPSA increased suggesting 

that such parameter need to be considered for the development of a drug to be administered via pulmonary route for a systematic action. This could be quite challenging for the systemic delivery via pulmonary route of polar drugs such as peptides 

for which pulmonary administration may be of interest compared to oral administration where the environment is rather harsh [144]. However, pulmonary metabolism should be considered although it is still much less intense that via oral route 

[145,146].

It also appeared that the solubility (estimated by Log S) did not play a significant role in the extent of pulmonary bioavailability. However, in silico solubility in water at pH 7.40 may not be a relevant parameter to be considered since inhaled drugs 

come in contact either to mucus layer at the upper airways or to lung surfactant layer in the lower airways and alveoli. Dissolution fluids used for the assessment of orally inhaled compounds are usually based on water, salt solutions, which 

composition is similar to the aqueous phase of the surfactant, or on PBS pH 7.4 [147]. However, it should be emphasized that the estimation of the solubility in a solution at pH 7.40 is a somewhat approximation of the actual solubility at the 

epithelial interface. Indeed, the pH at the lung level is considered slightly acidic [148] and has been shown to vary quite substantially [149]. If normal pH is regulated around neutral, variations from pH of 4.5 to 8.5 have been reported for a 

number of airway conditions [150]. Besides the pH, the composition of the epithelial lining fluid may influence the dissolution with differences in composition at the conducting airways (mainly represented by a mucus layer) and at the respiratory 

airways (surfactant layer with aqueous subphase). Studies have suggested biorelevant synthetic lung fluid suitable to study biopharmaceutical properties of inhalation drugs [151].

Moreover, in a recent paper [152], the role of mucus layer has been studied as well as the interplay between dissolution and absorption. They showed that low solubility in water is not per se a limiting factor to lung absorption of drugs as 

encountered at the gastro-intestinal level. Furthermore, the mucus may have solubility enhancing properties that may favor drug solubilization in the upper airways. At the lower airways and alveoli levels, the presence of surfactants composed of 

around 90%-10% lipid and mixture of proteins is thought to increase the solubilization of poorly water soluble drugs and as such is considered as a way to increase dissolution [153] Hence, biorelevant in vitro dissolution methods are needed to 

provide accurate estimation of drug solubility at the pulmonary level. However, dissolution rate may be more relevant that solubility in the prediction of pulmonary absorption, at least in the upper regions of the lung, because there is a kinetic 

competition between systemic absorption and non-absorptive elimination by mucociliary clearance [154]. Evaluation of dissolution rate may require dedicated techniques enabling a kinetic assessment for defined-size and respirable aerosol drug 

particles generated from inhaler products [155]. Different formulations of the compounds (solution or solid particles: suspension or dry powders) have been used in the studies, and we did not consider the formulation per se as a parameter. Indeed, 

soluble compounds are usually used as solutions, but their administration as solid particles should not influence the absorption; neither rate nor extent. However, administration of compounds with very low solubility as solid particles (suspension 

or dry powders) or as a solution might influence the systemic bioavailability. However, for these drugs, the use of solid particles should preferentially alter the rate of absorption with a prolonged systemic absorption rather than the extent of 

absorption.

Data in Fig. 3D and in Table 2 (ionization fraction, %) showed that the ionization fraction, either for anionic or for cationic compounds, did not play a role in the extent of pulmonary bioavailability. Indeed, anionic and cationic solutes with low 

(<20%) and high (>80%) ionization fractions has variable Fpulm ranging from zero up to almost 100%.

As a whole, the current study showed that the extent of systemic absorption was essentially dependent on permeability and on the percentage of topological polar surface area without significant influence of solubility and ionization fraction, and 

no apparent link with lipophilicity and drug size parameters.

4.2 Absorption rate

Eventhough Tmax is not per se the best parameter to estimate the absorption rate, our data showed that hydrophilic drugs (logP < 0) had a 5-fold higher Tmax that lipophilic drugs (median Tmax : 60 min versus 12 min, p < 0.005, Mann–Whitney 

U  test) suggesting a significant positive influence of lipophilicity on absorption rate. This difference was not biased by differences in the size of the compounds because their median MW and MV were close (462 versus 435 g/mol, and 324 versus 

325 cm
3
 for hydrophilic and lipophilic compounds, respectively). These observations are in agreement with a previous in vivo experiment performed in rats with a small series of compounds where log ka was correlated with Papp and inversely 

correlated with HBD and %PSA [8].

The charge may apparently have a small influence the absorption rate since median Tmax of anionic (20 min), cationic (15 min) and neutral (12 min) compounds were very close. However, the influence of charge on absorption may be quite 

complex especially for cationic drug, and should take in consideration other factors related to mucus and to tight junction. A recent in vitro study has suggested that drugs with a positive charge at neutral pH may bind by electrostatic interactions to 

negatively charged mucins with a subsequent negative impact on transport through membranes. This has been shown with salbutamol sulfate, a highly soluble drug, whose transport through ALI Calu-3 layer was hindered when mucus was added 

[152]. Systemic pulmonary absorption results not only from passive diffusion through the epithelium but also from paracellular diffusion via aqueous pores in the tight junctions. Tight junctions contribute to barrier function, and restrict the 

diffusion of solutes with size and charge selectivity. At the pulmonary level, channel-forming claudins have a cation channel selectivity [156] favoring the diffusion of polar cationic solutes.

Drug trafficking of cationic drugs in the lung may also be influenced by trapping in the lysosomal sub-compartment that has been identified as a mechanism involved in local retention [157]. Indeed, accumulation in the lysosome, as a result of a 

difference between influx and efflux rate, occurs from drugs that are predominantly protonated with the lysosome (i.e., basic drugs such as ß-agonists). In an in vitro study performed with lung slices, salbutamol which is a short-acting antagonist 

was not trapped in lysosomes while salmeterol and indacaterol which are a long-acting antagonists accumulated in the lysosome retention [157]. If trapping in the lysosome should influence the pharmacodynamic profile, it does not seem to 

influence their systemic pulmonary bioavailability and their absorption rate that were quite close for these drugs (Table 2). This also apparently holds true for olodaterol (Table 2) although the hypothesis of a lysosomal trapping has been put 

forward to explain that a fraction of the olodaterol deposited in the lung was slowly absorbed in the systemic circulation [112].

Cmax is a critical component of the systemic exposure, especially for administration routes where a rapid absorption may occur such as the pulmonary route. Moreover, high systemic levels may result in adverse effects. A significant linear 

relationship between Cmax and dose (R
2

= 0.79, Fig. 4) suggests that Cmax is primarily dependent on dose and absorption rate [158]. The effect of systemic clearance on Cmax should not be considered as significant given that the rate of 

systemic absorption from the lungs is usually rapid compared to the rate of elimination from plasma. Such a correlation may be used to estimate Cmax in humans for new inhaled drugs.

4.3 Model evaluation

The performance indicators of the different models showed that random forest algorithm showed the best performance with an apparent advantage for the model predicting raw Fpulm. Support vector machine led to performance quite close to 

random forest algorithm, but gradient boosting algorithm surprisingly led to disappointing performances even though it is state-of-the-art algorithm found to outperform other algorithm in many domains. it was supposed to perform better. This may 

come either from the hyperparameters tested that did not allow to find the suitable combination to resolve the solution or to a problem of overfitting as a result of a too small data set.

Overall, the models presented a prediction error of less than 20% and captured approximately 50–60% of the variability in systemic pulmonary bioavailability. These performances are relatively average but not surprising given the limited size of 

the data set. Moreover, it should be noticed that drug trafficking at the lung level is quite complex and that other potentially relevant parameters should have been considered and helped improving the predictive value of the model. However, it 

should be noticed that the choice of the algorithm is still important since random forest algorithms capture almost 10% more variability compared to a linear regression.

As a whole, all the models trained on the pulmonary bioavailability (Fpulm) are poorly calibrated (Fig. 5), with the exception of beta regression. A model is well calibrated when it provides predictions which do not underestimate or overestimate 

the real values throughout the range of possible values. As a result of the underrepresentation of high Fpulm values (Fig. 1 Top), the models tend to overestimate the low values of Fpulm and to underestimate the high values. This problem is 

relatively well corrected by the use of the logit transformation of the variable to predict (logit Fpulm), even if the overall performance of random forest and support vector machine algorithms run on logit Fpulm was slightly lower.

The comparative distribution of predicted and observed values of Fpulm (Fig. 6) showed that multiple linear regression run on logit Fpulm led to the apparent better superposition. However, this does not indicate that for a specific drug the 

prediction will be close to the observed value.

As a whole, the most interesting model was the random forest algorithm model run on logit Fpulm. The statistics clearly indicate that the models are not highly predictive but may be interesting for a semi-quantitative ranking.

The first limitation resides in the size of the data set combined with the diversity of the compounds that precludes the development of models with high performance and prediction capabilities as shown for the intestinal absorption where huge data 

sets are available. Limitation in our model also arises from the fact that all relevant parameters involved in drug trafficking and permeation at the lung level have not be taken into consideration. Indeed, permeability in respiratory cell culture 

models, impact of transporters, mucus-drug interactions, solubility in situ for our drug sample set would enhance the quality of the prediction of our model. Furthermore, extrapolation to patients with pulmonary diseases should be made with 

caution because less efficient pulmonary drug deposition may occur, especially for deep lung targeting [159].

Since there is no large, single-source Caco-2 (or lung cell lines) permeability datasets where we could find Papp values for our dataset, we decided to use in silico Papp values. The potential inclusion of discrepant Caco-2 permeability data during 

in silico model development can lead to misleading information and may also constitute a limitation to be considered. Indeed, identification of the types of compounds for which Caco-2 cells may be not relevant in accurately predicting their 

human intestinal permeabilities has to be considered. Substrates of transporters highly expressed in small intestinal cells may be such compounds. Hydrophilic compounds usually believed to use the paracellular pathway rather than transcellular 

pathway as a result of too small lipophilic properties to cross intestinal membranes may also be concerned. These potential discrepancies may question the relevance of the use of Caco-2 cell-based Papp in estimating lung permeability eventhough 

Caco-2 cell-related permeability measurements have been shown to give good predictions of the passive transcellular permeability of lung epithelium to drugs [26]. As mentioned above, the Papp of some specific types of compounds may not be 

adequately estimated from in silico intestinal Papp models, and quaternised compounds may be such drugs (and an over-estimation of their Papp is likely). Substrates of transporters expressed at the lung level is an other issue that should be taken 

into account. Hence for a better understanding of lung biopharmaceutics, large, single-source lung cell lines permeability datasets are warranted.

These limitations may have decreased the predictibility of our model but we have developed specific algorithms to improve the model performance, and the current data set is to our knowledge the only human-based data set on systemic 

pulmonary data.

5 Conclusions

The extent of absorption in humans was found to correlate positively with Papp and negatively with %TPSA without a significant influence of other classical physico-chemical descriptors. Compared to the oral route, higher Papp coefficient 

values should be required to allow a significant (>50%) extent in systemic bioavailability. With regard to absorption rate, estimated by Tmax, lipophilicity, polarity descriptors and Papp may have a more preeminent influence on absorption rate via 

passive diffusion compared to charge.

The current investigation provides new in vivo biopharmaceutic data on the systemic absorption after oral inhalation in humans, and information on the main drivers of extent and rate of systemic absorption. However, due to the complexity of the 

environment and of the drug trafficking that a drug encounters throughout the pulmonary tree, larger databases of high quality will be necessary to adequately model and predict human systemic bioavailability after oral inhalation, and to set up a 



pulmonary biopharmaceutic classification system.
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